WHAT WE DO
The purpose of "The Write Place" is to focus on developing writers—not just writing! We promote writing as a process and work with writers at every stage of writing. Whether you have an idea or a fully developed draft, we're happy to partner with you!

WHAT WE DON'T DO
The Writing Center is NOT an editing service. Your paper will NOT be edited and returned to you error free. Our job is to help you better understand and improve your writing. Thus, you can expect from us suggestions on how you can improve the overall format, structure, validity, and content.

HOW TO BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT
If you are here, keep scrolling!
In person tutoring resumes September 2021. Call 256-372-5698 or come to CCN 125 to schedule an appointment.

If you want an e-consultation click here and submit your request and document. Once we receive your request we will respond within 48 hours.

To Schedule a ZOOM appointment, follow these steps:
BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT

Limited in person tutoring resumes September 6th

GRADUATE STUDENTS
IF YOU'RE WORKING ON A DISSERTATION, MASTER'S THESIS OR MASTER'S REPORT GO TO Graduate Writing Studio

ALL OTHER STUDENTS
(Graduate & Undergraduate)

Schedule an in-person appointment
Call: 256-372-5698
(to make a virtual appointment, choose E-consultation or Zoom tab above)

Meet the Staff!

Please Note:
• Zoom appointments can only be booked 24 hours (or more) in advance. No same day Zoom conferences will be scheduled.
• Please click the link below to submit your request.

SCHEDULE A ZOOM CONFERENCE

SUBMIT ZOOM REQUEST

COMPLETE THIS FORM & CHOOSE YOUR PREFERRED DATE

"Submit Zoom Request" then check your email. (Email is not automatically generated, but will come within a few hours of request.

CHECK E-MAIL FOR ZOOM LINK AND CONFIRMED APPOINTMENT DATE

E-MAIL WRITEPLACE@AAMU.EDU IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS/PROBLEMS!